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Miami Reach
Tower Cranes Build
Concrete High Rises

Region Report

By Mike Larson

Letter Perfect

Trolley-mounted Maeda mini
crane proved effective in placing
letters for rooftop sign.

S

chuylkill Yards is a $3.5 billion development that Brandywine Properties
is building on 14 acres in West
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The project is
named after the nearby Schuylkill River.
One Schuylkill Yards highlight is redevelopment of the former Philadelphia
Bulletin Building into about 200,000 sq.
ft. of prominently positioned retail and
office space.
The four-story building sits directly
across from Amtrak’s 30th Street Station,
reportedly the country’s third-busiest
Amtrak station. The Bulletin Building
is the gateway to the development and
is topped by a sign that says Schuylkill
Yards in stainless steel letters 12' tall.
The job of making and placing those
letters atop the building went to Nova
Sign Group, a well-known, family-owned
company that designs, manufactures, and
installs all types of signs.
Led by CEO George Kennedy and
COO Corey Kennedy, Nova is headquartered in nearby Mt. Holly, New
Jersey, and also operates a branch in
Davie, Florida.

All photos courtesy of Able Equipment.

Location Presents Challenge

Nova Sign Group mounted a Maeda mini crane
from Able Equipment on a trolley frame to
transport and set the letters.
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Installing the 12' tall, 2' deep letters
presented Nova with a challenge. Each
letter was to be bolted to the top of a 10'
high, 300' long frame that sits atop the
building’s roof and is set back about 30'
from the front edge.
The front of the building faces
Drexel Square Park, where no cranes
are allowed. One side of the building is
on the very busy Market Street, one of
the area’s main thoroughfares. Blocking
Market Street with a large crane would
be difficult. Also, the subway running
beneath it would make supporting a large
crane difficult.
The other side of the building runs
along JFK Avenue, where a crane could
be set up, but the reach from that side of
the building to the beginning of the sign
would require a very large rig.
Nova turned to its long-time trusted
lifting supplier Able Equipment
Rental for a solution. Able
is
headquartered in Deer Park, New
York, and also operates four other
branches. Steve Brown from Able’s
Pennsauken, New Jersey, branch
analyzed the challenge and suggested
putting a Maeda MC-305 mini crane
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Maeda at Schuylkill Yards
on the building’s roof to lift each letter from street level and then position it
for installation.
Looking at the project’s lifting requirements, Brown found that a Maeda
MC-305 mini crane had the boom length,
wire rope spooling capacity, and lifting
capacity to hoist each 2,000-lb. letter
from street level to the roof, and then to
pick and place the letter at the required
height and radius for installation.
The remaining challenge would be
finding an efficient way to move the
crane and each letter up to 300' from
the Market Street edge of the roof to its
installation point, since the mini crane
needs to be supported by its outriggers
for lifting.

Crane on Trolley Does the Trick

The glaziers who installed the building’s new windows had mounted I-beam
rails onto the building’s roof for some
of their equipment. The rails were positioned so that they were supported by the
building’s columns.
When engineering analysis showed
that the rails and columns would support
the 6,600-lb. crane, a 2,000-lb. letter,
and a trolley, Able and Nova decided
to mount the Maeda MC-305 on a custom-designed trolley that could roll on
the rails the full 300' needed to set all the
letters for the Schuylkill Yards sign.
Nova Sign Group used its engineering,
design, and fabrication skills to create the
custom trolley that would properly support the Maeda crane’s outriggers and
would roll easily along the rails.
It took Nova just a few days to

The Bulletin Building, with the sign on top, Drexel Square Park
in front, Market Street to the left, and JFK Avenue to the right.
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After placing each letter, the crew pushed the trolleymounted crane back to the edge of the building.

fabricate the trolley. When it was finished, a 90-ton all-terrain crane set it
onto the roof-mounted rails, then picked
and placed the Maeda MC-305 onto the
trolley. According to Nova Vice President
of Sales Chuck Jacques, installation of the
trolley and crane took only one day.
From then, it took Nova only four
days to install all 15 letters. As each letter was delivered, its top was rigged to
the Maeda’s hook block with slings, and
the letter was hoisted about 60' to clear
the roof. The trolley-mounted crane and
letter were then moved along the rails by
12V battery-powered winches to the letter’s installation site, where Nova’s crew
secured it to the sign-mounting frame
with through-bolts.
Said Jacques, “We needed only two
winches, each with 4,500-lb. line pull and
about 80' of line to move the trolley. We
used one on each rail to get an even pull
on both sides of the trolley to prevent
binding. As the mounting sites got farther
from the side of the building where the

letters were delivered, we’d move the trolley, then reposition the winches and move
the trolley some more.”
“The Maeda MC-305 was the ideal
way to do this job,” said Jacques. “Not
only was it economical, the crane was
easy to operate, had the capacity and
reach we needed, and had the precision
control to place each letter so the bolt
holes lined right up.”

Manpower Moved Trolley

To return the crane to the building
edge for the next letter, Nova’s crew simply pushed the trolley back along the rails
because it was faster than using winches.
“The crane and trolley weighed about
10,000 lbs., and the rollers we designed
let a few people push the unit with a reasonable amount of effort,” said Jacques.
When the last letter had been
mounted, Nova used the trolley-mounted
MC-305 to remove the rail system from
the roof and lower the rails to trucks
waiting on the street. It handled two of
the 25' long rail sections at a time. Each
pair of rails weighed 875 lbs. To complete
the job, a 90-ton all-terrain crane lowered the trolley and the Maeda MC-305
onto trucks.
Said Jacques, “Setup, installation, and
teardown took just five days, and the
whole project, including fabricating the
trolley took a total of just two weeks.”
“We’ve had a long and incredibly
good relationship with Able Equipment.
Sales rep Steve Brown’s knowledge of
how to use the Maeda crane’s capabilities,
coupled with Nova’s expertise at building
the trolley and installing the letters, delivered a superior result for our customer,”
said Jacques.
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